Senseable
Lagos Lab

An initiative of MIT Senseable City Lab

Isimi TechValley
Stimulating
Lagos as a

beacon of innovation
for African urbanism

About
Senseable
Lagos Lab
Its purpose is to conduct interdisciplinary research that
investigates and pioneers game-changing ideas to address
Lagos’s social and environmental challenges while capitalizing
upon and leveraging the city’s unique opportunities.
A team of researchers will be based on the ground in Lagos in a new
satellite lab in the emerging ecosystem of isimi Lagos TechValley,
Above—
Visionary new
work spaces
developed by
LandWey for
the Future City
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which will be fully integrated with MIT and its world-leading expertise
and resources.
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Serving a
megalopolis
with mega-needs
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Highest

Goals
Humanity beneﬁts from the imaginative application
of emerging technologies to the built environment

Intermediate
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—Produce new
knowledge and ideas
that lead global
academic discourse
and stimulate wider
research and dialogue

—Scale our impact
by establishing and
embedding new
satellite labs
in selected cities
around the world

—Inspire, guide and
empower our
partners to implement
actionable ideas in
cities and organisations
to make change

—Pioneer commercial
ventures that actively
apply research to
generate real-world
impacts and create
new revenue streams
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Why —SCL
—Cities occupy 3%

—Data can reveal how

of the Earth’s land;

people relate to their

55% of the global

urban environments

population; 70% of the

and each other

energy consumption;
80% of CO2 emissions

—The layering of digital
information across

—We are going to

urban space is now

make or break the

so ﬁne-grained that

big challenges of

the way we study,

humanity in cities

describe & understand
cities is being radically

—The Digital Revolution

transformed

is changing the way we
live as radically as the
Industrial Revolution
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—Opportunity to provide
metrics for global
challenges
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What —Senseable City Lab
—A multidisciplinary

—Synthesizes:

research group

analysis/speculation,

founded at MIT in 2004

critique/proposition,
science/design

—Mission to

investigate

and envision how

—Uniquely placed to:

digital innovations can

Diagnose complex

transform the way we

urban problems;

use and experience

and make proposals

cities globally

that can renew our
personal, working

—Expertise at the

and civic lives

intersection of
technology, cities
and society

—Delivered 120 projects
across the globe (see
selection overleaf)
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Discovery

Outreach

Application
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What —Impact
20K

500

Citations

Scientiﬁc papers
and conference
presentation
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400
Collaborations
with different
disciplines

5K

100

Mentions in media
outlets, including
the New York Times,
Wired Magazine,
and the BBC

Awards
and prizes

70
Exhibitions:
MoMA, Venice
Biennale, and the
Guggenheim
Museum

15

4

Patents

Start-ups
spun out:
Copenhagen
Wheel, Maker
Shaker, Biobots,
and Data Drive
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What —USPs
Urbanised technology provides a continuous
stream of information that can connect
the digital and physical city.
Through science-based methods, the Senseable
Lagos Lab will utilize this emerging data to help
the LandWey stimulate a leading innovation
quarter for Lagos and Nigeria
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Right—

In a paper
published on
May 24, 2018
in the journal
Nature, a team
of researchers
coordinated
by Carlo
Ratti unveil
an optimal
solution to
the challenge
of using the
minimum
number of cars
to meet the
same number
of rides.

What —USPs
Scientiﬁc Knowledge
Climate science is clear: human activity is
changing the global climate. However, how
cities can change and become carbon
neutral is unclear. The impact of climate
change on cities and local communities
is also understudied. Therefore, new data
and insights are needed to achieve climate
neutrality.
Tangible outputs
Innovations in the context of the climate
emergency that can be applied to cities
are essential. Using Lagos as a testbed,
the Senseable Lagos Lab will prototype,
test, and implement new technologies
alongside the municipality.
Local collaboration
By bringing together local stakeholders, we
aim to be a platform for collaboration on
climate neutrality. These collaborations
guide the research agenda of the
Senseable Lagos Lab and provide partners
with the potential to implement novel
technologies.
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Education
Enabling future generations to lead urban
transitions is essential for the Lab.
Therefore, MIT will engage with students
across Nigeria and deliver knowledge
about the methods and tools cities need.
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Who —People
Researchers
Carlo Ratti
Director, Professor
of the Practice
Assaf Biderman
Associate Director
Fábio Duarte
Paolo Santi
Principal Research
Scientists
Umberto Fugiglando
Research Manager
and Partnerships
Paulina Sterpe
HR & Comms
Assistant

—Cofounded by Carlo
Ratti and assaf
Biderman
—Currently 40-strong
team
—Designers, planners,
engineers, physicists,
biologists, social
scientists...

Afﬁliate Scholars
Eric Alm, Rex
Britter, Richard
Florida, Dennis
Frenchman, Antoine
Picon, Daniela Rus,
Richard Sennett,
Andrew Whittle

—1,500 researchers from
all continents except
Antarctica
Senseable
Lagos Lab

Above– Cofounder Carlo
Ratti presenting
the SCL

Current Researchers
Timur Abbiasov,
Surbhi Agrawal,
Lorenzo Benedetti,
Tom Benson, Daniel
Carmody, Niklas
Hagemann, Cate
Heine, Will Hunter,
Suwan Kim, Nikita
Klimenko, Deborah
Lefosse, Martina
Mazzarello, Simone
Mora, Oluwatobi
Oyinlola, Sanjana
Paul, Sadegh
Sabouri, Arianna
Salazar-Miranda,
Rohit Sanatani,
Katja Schechtner,
Leonard Schrage,
Tanya Tsui, Titus
Venverloo, Wei
Wang, An Wang,
Yanhua Yao, Fan
Zhang, Pei Zhao,
Qinmin Zheng
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Project —Amsterdam

2021

Roboat
The ﬁrst urban ﬂeet
of autonomous boats
that aims to unlock
the potential of
urban waterways by
providing various
urban use cases
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Problem
Throughout the 20th century,
the canal area has been
halved and paved over for the
automobile, providing more
space for a higher demand of
street trafﬁc. In this case, the

canals lost their importance
as an essential conductor for
moving goods and services,
which shifted to the streets
These changes resulted in
increased trafﬁc and related
emissions, as well as higher

congestion in the city centre,
some of the city’s issues like
trafﬁc management.
Solution
Roboat, a research project
between the Massachuse

Institute of Technology and
the Amsterdam Institute
for Advanced Metropolitan
Solutions, aims to bring back
the importance of the canals
to the city by deploying the
ﬁrst ﬂeet of autonomous

boats. Roboat, powered by
electricity, has a universal
hull design with the top deck
interchangeable that enables
the movement of goods,
people, and services across
Amsterdam.
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SLL Vision
Develop new knowledge, methods
and tools that increase the
understanding of Lagos’s natural
and built environment.
Leverage the position as an anchor
tenant in the Isimi Lagos TechValley to
stimulate and steer the sustainable
evolution of a dynamic megacity.
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SLL Mission
Challenge-driven
research— Address
urgent urban
challenges with interdisciplinary research
intersecting digital
technologies, artiﬁcial
intelligence and
sustainable urban
development
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Actionable impacts —
Develop knowledge
and solutions that
can be further
implemented by
the stakeholders in
the entrepreneurial
ecosystem

Lighthouse city—A
long-term sustainable
collaboration that
Entrepreneurial
becomes a leading
ecosystem —Include
arena for research on
academia, municipality,
strategic sustainable
industries, investors
urban solutions for
and citizens in the
Nigeria and for Africa
research process
TECH
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Lagos —Context
—The largest city in West
Africa and the 21st
largest city in the world,
Lagos is known for its
large population, trafﬁc
industrial pollution
and entrepreneurial
dynamism.

Senseable
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— Lagos contributes
30% to Nigeria’s
GDP, yet is home to
only 10% of Nigeria’s
population. Lagos
alone would rank as
Africa’s seventh largest
economy.

—The mega city on the
west coast of Africa is
also one of the most
densely populated
cities on the planet.
— Growing by 3,000
people/day (1.1 million
annually), an estimated
28 million people live
on an area of less than
100 square kilometers.
— By 2040, Nigeria will
be approaching a
population of over 300
million citizens.

https://www.worldbank.org/
en/news/feature/2022/06/03/
afw-making-lagos-a-pollutionfree-city-solving-the-threat-onesolution-at-a-time
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Lagos —Potential
— On the path to
becoming an African
model mega city,
with enormous
opportunities
— Strategic location as
the economic hub of
West Africa
— Large and diverse
population
— Global recognition as
a mega city

Senseable
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— Extensive beachfronts,
water bodies and port
facilities
— Home to some
of the richest
individuals in Africa
— Unique and
marketable culture and
tourism opportunities
— Great economic
potential
— Government supports
infrastructural and
renewal projects
TECH
VALLEY
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Challenges —Environment
1. Water pollution
Uncontrolled disposal of raw sewage,
sediment carrying runoff and efﬂuents into
the Lagoon system has created serious
health concerns. Deadly waterborne
diseases like cholera and diarrhoea are
affecting people as a result. Access to
formal clean water is low, with a majority
of residents relying on the informal sector
comprised of wells, boreholes, rivers and
rainwater.
2. Air pollution
Lagos has some dangerous levels of
Nitrous Oxides, high levels of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) and small
dust particles called particulate matter.
These are both hazardous to human
health and can cause things like asthma.
The causes of this pollution are industry,
ever increasing numbers of cars and
construction dust.
3. Waste
Lagos is the largest producer of
solid waste in Nigeria. There is no
comprehensive city based system of
collection and this waste poses a hazard
to human health. It has been estimated
that Lagos produces 13million KG of waste
per day using infrastructure developed in
the 1970s when the city had only 3 million
residents.

Senseable
Lagos Lab

4. Trafﬁc congestions
Rising car ownership and wealth have
meant that more people own cars, which
contribute to both noise and air pollution,
as well as lots of lost hours as people sit
in trafﬁc jams.The average commuter in
Lagos spends over 3 hours in trafﬁc every
day. Lagos is one of the most congested
cities in the world. 40% of new cars in
Nigeria are registered in Lagos, which
occupies just one per cent of the country’s
total area.
5. Build environment
The housing deﬁcit in Lagos sits at over 3
million, at the same time housing is getting
more expensive and out of reach to the
low- and medium-income earners.
6. Policies and process
Stakeholders – policy makers, local
government administrations, professionals
and citizens – could be better
er integrated
to deliver the growth potential. True citizen
participation could be enhanced. There
is a lack of roadmap to administer and
manage the city in a sustainable manner
and inadequate social and economic
infrastructure to meet the needs of
residents. Effective policies to address
migrant inﬂow are inadequate.
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Opportunities —Economy
1—Accessibility
The coastal location of Lagos has been
key in its development from ﬁshing village
to megacity. Lagos Lagoon provides a
sheltered harbour for ships which makes
it very accessible. The city is home to
Nigeria’s chief ports – Apapa & Tin
Can Island – which handle 70% of total
National cargo freight. Murtala Muhammed
International Airport is now the main arrival
point for 80% of ﬂights to West Africa. It
is also the main base for Nigeria’s largest
airline, Arik Air.
2—Developing entrepreneurial ecosystem
Lagos is Nigeria has been ranked the ﬁfth
best city worldwide for efforts to foster
entrepreneurial culture in the 2015 Youthful
Cities Index.

3—Lagos’s role in Nigeria’s economy
Lagos houses 29 industrial estates and
four Central Business Districts. It is home
to the Nigerian Capital and Money Market
(ﬁnancial hub) – the largest market in
Sub-Saharan Africa – and a further 200+
ﬁnancial institutions. Home to 70% of the
country’s total industrial investment and
65% of its commercial activities. Internally
generated revenue accounts for over 60%
of state’s annual budget skewed in favour
of capital expenditure
4—Lagos’s role in Africa’s economy
GNP is three times that of any West Africa
Country Lagos is the Business hub of
West/Central Africa; the maritime and
aviation node of West African; and the
largest ICT Market in Sub-Saharan Africa.

https://www.globalmediainsight.com/
blog/cop28-global-climate-summit-uae/
https://www.andeglobal.org/
?action=tracking&file=2021/02/
Ecosystem-Snapshot_Lagos.pdf
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Future City

( A New Town Development Project by

)

1—LandWey

Visionary developer with strong leadership
and desire to play game-changing role
in the development of Lagos. Company
purpose of “Creating the Future, reinventing the Present.” The company’s
vision is “to be a sustainable brand
driven by excellence as the leader in
the real estate sector with the largest
market share.” Very strong alignment with
Senseable’s vision and values.

2—Future City ( A New Town Development Project by

)

Future City has strong ambitions
to make city living smarter and more
efﬁcient while preserving and improving
our planet’s fragile ecosystem through the
use of innovation and technology. Their
approach is to build a city with the perfect
fusion of nature’s green and humankind’s
technological know-how.

3—Lagos Future City Week

Africa’s foremost solution-focused annual
event dedicated to promoting sustainability
and the future of living in Lagos. Focus
from healthcare and housing to energy
and agriculture. Inaugural event taking
place 15-17 December 2022.
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Smart Urban
Mobility

Ensuring an
accessible and
liveable city by
developiong smart
and sustainable and
seamless mobility
solutions that can be
integrated into the
urban fabric.

Senseable
Lagos Lab

Research directions

Urban
Energy

Circularity in
Urban Regions

Metropolitan
Food Systems

Accelerating the
urban energy
transition by
combining integrated
innovations in energy
systems with urban
development.

Redesigning resource
ﬂows that drive
urban activites
whilst establishing
integral sustainable
urban ecosystems
supported by a new,
resilient economic
model.

Designing scenarios
to make food
systems more
sustainable and future
proof by focusing
on core elements
such as economic
development, health,
mobility and regional
attractiveness

Urban Data
& Intelligence

Mobilise new
anaytical tools to
better use urban big
data and improve
city life while
strengthening and
safe guarding the
democratic values of
citizens and society.

Climate Resilient
Cities

Building
preparedness and
resilience by reducing
cities’ weaknesses
and the impact of
climate change:
enviornemtnal, health
related and societal.
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Process
Plan-driven
approach
We will not take a
plan-driven approach
to the projects,
which specify the
outcomes at the
beginning and go
through each stage
in a linear fashion,
because this misses
the opportunity
to discover each
project’s full potential
to create impact and
maximises the risk of
failure.

Agille approach
We will take an
agile approach
to the projects,
which will discover
the outcomes
incrementally, and
move between
project phases to
include dynamic
feedback loops
to enable course
correction and reduce
the risk of failure.
We want to include
prototyping as early
in the process as
possible so that
this can inform
the deﬁnition and
research iteratively.

Deﬁnition

Research

Design

Prototype

Test

Launch

Deﬁnition

Research

Design

Prototype

Test

Launch

Deﬁnition

Research

Design

Prototype

Test

Launch

Deﬁnition

Research

Design

Prototype

Test

Launch

Plan-driven

Launch

Test

Prototype

Design

Research

Deﬁnition

Deﬁnition

Test

Prototype

Design

Research

Launch

Deﬁnition

Test

Prototype

Design

Research

Launch

Launch

Test

Prototype

Design

Research

Deﬁnition

Agile
Time
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